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ABSTRACT 

Legitimacy, more specifically, trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness, has 

garnered a great deal of significance in the legal system and society. The current study assessed 

the construct dimensionality of trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness to serve as the 

initial steps for the development of a brief measure of trust in legal authorities and procedural 

fairness. Moreover, this study investigated whether the relationship between trust in legal 

authorities, procedural fairness, need for affect (NFA), need for cognition (NFC), need for 

cognitive closure (NFCS), and individual demographic characteristics predict juror outcome 

decisions. Participants were given individual difference measures (i.e., NFA, NFC, NFCS), the 

trust in legal authorities measure, a case scenario, juror outcome decision questionnaire, and 

demographic questionnaire. A principal component analysis was conducted with 42 items using 

an oblique rotation (promax). Five statistically significant components, as determined through 

parallel analysis, explained 53.29% of the variance in trust in legal authorities and procedural 

fairness. This inductive approach indicated that trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness 

was comprised of five dimensions: trust in police, institutional trust in courts, procedural 

fairness- voice, motive-based trust in courts, and procedural fairness – neutrality. Moreover, a 

binary logistic regression indicated that trust in police and procedural fairness – voice 

significantly predicted juror outcome decisions. A discussion of these results along with the 

limitations of this study and future research is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over several decades, researchers within the procedural justice domain have tried to 

answer why legitimacy has decreased within the criminal justice system. In response, recent 

research has concentrated on juror decision-making, the courts, and the police to understand the 

origins and consequences of decreased legitimacy in the justice system. Tyler’s (1990, 2003, 

2006) research indicated that when individuals perceive the justice system to be legitimate, they 

are more likely to comply and cooperate with the law and legal authorities. Moreover, perceived 

trustworthiness of legal authorities (i.e. the police, the courts, etc.) and procedural fairness are 

active functions of legitimacy, compliance, and cooperation. That is, trustworthiness in legal 

authorities and procedural fairness contributes not only to the effectiveness of agencies in the 

criminal justice system, but also to the perception of public support and obedience to legal 

authorities and institutions. Public trust and confidence in the police and the courts have often 

been associated with the public’s evaluation of the outcomes they receive from these legal 

authorities (Tyler, 2006). However, current findings suggest that the fairness of the procedures 

that the police and courts implement to exercise their authority shapes public views and 

evaluations of legal institutions and authorities (Tyler, 2003). Hence, it is important that people 

have trust and confidence in legal authorities and the law. When people do not have trust and 

confidence in the justice system and its authorities, it leads to decreased compliance with the law 

(Tyler, 1990, 2001, 2005), decreased support in exercising legal authority (Tyler, 1998), and 

decreased engagement in the justice system and with its authorities within the community (Tyler, 

2001, 2005). 
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Research on the role of trust and confidence in jury decision making indicated that 

personality traits are related to people’s perceptions of the justice system and their pre- and post-

deliberation decisions (Farrell, Pennington, & Cronin, 2013). However, missing from the 

literature is whether perceptions of procedural justice and individual differences in juror 

personality characteristics influence perceptions of trust in legal authorities and the justice 

system. Additionally, there is much less clarity concerning whether specific individual difference 

personality dimensions, such as need for affect (NFA), need for cognition (NFC), and need for 

cognitive closure (NFCS), interact with individuals’ trust in legal authorities to influence juror 

decision making. This deficiency is particularly striking when applying need for affect to jury 

decision making since scholarship supports the importance of emotional and affective states in 

trust and outcome judgment decisions (Dunn & Schweitzer, 2005). Thus, examining the roles of 

NFA, NFC, and NFCS contributes to the understanding of how individual differences in thinking 

and the emotion-based motivational tendencies interact with jurors’ perception of institutional 

legitimacy, trust in legal authorities, perceptions of procedural fairness, and their decision 

making.  

This manuscript begins with a discussion of the literature that has provided the 

foundation for this research. Additionally, this literature review is followed by a discussion of the 

proposed model development concerning trust in legal authorities, the gaps in the existing 

literature, and the justification for the current study. Also, this thesis discusses the methods, 

materials, data collection procedures, statistical analyses, results, discussion, conclusion, 

limitations, and directions for future research.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter discusses the scholarly research that developed the foundation upon which 

this study is based. First, there is a review of the trust and confidence in legal authorities’ 

research, then a discussion of such individual difference concepts as need for affect, need for 

cognition, and need for cognitive closure. Finally, this chapter explains the proposed conceptual 

model of trust in legal authorities, the model development, the gaps in the existing literature, and 

the justification for the current study. 

Trust in Legal Authorities 

Public trust and confidence in legal authorities have become interchangeable with 

legitimacy and cooperation. Legitimacy has been defined as “the belief that authorities, 

institutions, and social arrangements are appropriate, proper, and just” (Tyler, 2006, p. 376). 

However, psychologists and criminologists have adopted a more commonly used approach that 

defines legitimacy in terms of support, allegiance, trust or confidence in an authoritative body 

(Franke, Bierie, & MacKenzie, 2010). Legitimacy has become increasingly significant because 

legal authorities and institutions are subject to the public’s perceived legitimacy of the power 

held by the authorities within that institution. Easton (1965) concluded that the belief in the 

legitimacy of institutions and their authorities is crucial to maintaining public support even when 

the authorities within these institutions endorse unpopular policies and decisions.  

Researchers have suggested that trust in the police and the courts may be further related 

to juror decision-making processes. Gibson (1989) found that when individuals had a belief or 
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perception of institutional legitimacy of courts, they were more likely to obey court directives 

even when the directives elicited a personal disagreement with the court’s decision. This 

obedience to court directives found by Gibson has led more recent research on trust in legal 

authorities to conclude that a high level of trust and confidence decreases indifference to legal 

authorities. Hannaford, Hans, Mott, and Munsterman (2002) further explored trust and 

confidence in legal authorities and found that both trust in the police and trust in the courts are 

significant predictors of juror perceptions of legal fairness. This combination of trust and legal 

fairness has been particularly important to members of racial minority groups and individuals 

with prior experiences or encounters with the police or courts (Tyler, 2001). Tyler (2006) 

expanded this research by specifically addressing individuals’ perceptions of and motivations 

towards legal authorities. He found that people demonstrate their internal motivations of trust 

and confidence as their voluntary cooperation with the police and the courts. Furthermore, De 

Cremer and Tyler (2007) extended the findings of Tyler (2006) by investigating perceived 

trustworthiness in and cooperation with legal authorities. The researchers found that there was an 

increase in cooperation and willingness to engage with the police or courts when authorities were 

perceived to be trustworthy. Generally, these studies suggest the importance of juror perceptions 

of the legitimacy of legal authorities, but they do not assess or examine juror perceptions of trust 

and confidence in legal authorities in relation to their verdict outcomes. Despite the growing 

body of literature, consensus, and public concern regarding decreased legitimacy in today’s 

society and justice system, few empirical studies have examined the way trust and confidence in 

legal authorities affects third-party decision makers (i.e. jurors) who have no personal 

investments in the outcome of the decisions they render. 
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Farrell, Pennington, and Cronin’s study (2013) is one of the few that has examined trust 

and confidence in legal authorities and its effect on jurors. They analyzed the effects of trust and 

confidence on both juror pre-deliberation preferences and first votes and found that having more 

trust and confidence in the police increased the likelihood of jurors favoring the prosecution prior 

to deliberations. Moreover, they found that the more trust and confidence a juror had in the 

police increased the likelihood that the juror would vote guilty on the first vote taken during 

deliberations. However, juror trust and confidence in the courts was not related to their first 

votes. Thus, Farrell, Pennington, and Cronin concluded that trust and confidence in legal 

authorities matter in the juror context, especially when explaining the actions, behaviors, 

perceptions, and decisions of jurors. However, the most important conclusion drawn from this 

study was that jurors’ trust and confidence in legal authorities vary across institutions and relate 

to juror outcomes. This conclusion is the crux of the current study.  

Need for Affect (NFA), Need for Cognition (NFC), and Need for Cognitive Closure (NFCS) 

Within the personality psychology domain, there has been a long-standing debate 

regarding the influence of individual difference traits and the situation on a person’s behavior. 

The heart of the debate is centered on the argument of whether the individual person (trait 

psychology) or the situation (situationism psychology) is more influential in determining the 

actions and behaviors that an individual displays within a certain context. Trait psychology posits 

that an individual has consistent tendencies and personality traits that guide his or her behaviors 

across a variety of situations. Zimbardo, Weber and Johnson (2003) argued that personalities are 

distinctive and are defined as psychological traits that provide and promote continuity to an 

individual’s behavior in different situations at different times. Furthermore, Zimbardo, Weber, 

and Johnson argued that personality traits are intrinsic differences that are consistently stable 
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throughout much of an individual’s life. This trait psychology approach minimizes the role of the 

situation and external factors in behavior and emphasizes the role of the individual and intrinsic 

factors on behavior. 

Situationism psychology posits the exact opposite of trait psychology, in that, 

situationists stress that an individual’s behavior is largely dependent upon the situation and not 

by the intrinsic and/or consistent traits as indicated by trait psychology. This framework is used 

by Tom Tyler in his work in the procedural justice domain, in that, many arguments that he 

makes can be attributed to the fact that his findings indicate that individuals are not consistent 

enough from situation to situation for their behavior to be determined by personality traits. Thus, 

like many scholars who adopt this perspective, there is a minimalization of the role of individual 

differences in predicting behavior with an emphasize on the role of the situation and/or external 

factors that predict behavior. Conversely, interactionism posits that both personality traits and the 

situation contributes to an individual’s behavior. Thus, situations are just as influential of a 

function of an individual as the individual’s behavior is a function of the situation. This 

perspective of assessing both the personality traits and the situation allows for the ability to 

examine both the main effects and interaction effects of personality traits and the context of the 

situation on predicting an individuals’ behavior.  

When taking into context the individual difference – situation debate, this study posits 

that the interactionist perspective of examining both personality traits and the situation are 

influential in predicting a mock jurors’ decision to rendering a verdict outcome. In saying this, 

NFA is an emotional personality trait defined by Maio and Esses (2001) as “the motivation to 

approach or avoid emotion inducing situations” (p. 583), whereas NFC is a thinking personality 

trait defined by Cacioppo, Petty, and Kao (1984) as “the tendencies of an individual to engage in 
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and enjoy thinking” (p. 116). Need for affect is an emotional trait in the sense that it assesses or 

gauges an individual’s affective state. On the other hand, need for cognition and need for 

cognitive closure are thinking traits because they gauge the tendencies of individuals to process 

and acquire knowledge and understanding of concepts via their intuition, perception, and senses. 

Furthermore, NFCS, another thinking trait, is defined by Kruglanski, Webster, and Klem (1993) 

as the individual differences in the extent to which each individual values closure.  Cognitive 

closure in this study is defined as how much information an individual may need to feel certain 

and confident in his or her decision. Although research on juror decision making has garnered 

little attention in terms of attitudinal and personality variables related to legitimacy and trust in 

legal authorities, some studies have found that authoritarian (Bray & Noble, 1978) and dogmatic 

jurors (Shaffer & Case, 1982; Shaffer, Plummer, & Hammock, 1986) are more prone to convict a 

defendant than non-authoritarian and non-dogmatic jurors.  Authoritarianism and dogmatism 

have been established as contributing factors in jury decision-making literature (Devine, Clayton, 

Dunford, Seying, & Pryce 2001); however, recent research has not explored other attitudinal and 

personality traits, such as NFA, NFC, and NFCS.  

Maio and Esses (2001) indicated that individuals differ in their tendencies to approach or 

avoid emotional situations. After establishing the scale used to measure NFA, they found that 

individuals who were scored higher in the approach components of the need for affect scale were 

more likely to demonstrate certain extreme characteristics and traits than those individuals with 

lower scores on the NFA scale (i.e. individuals who were low in need to approach or high in 

need to avoid). This result suggested that individuals who were high in need to approach were 

more likely to become emotionally involved in public events, to express extreme opinions, and 

watch movies that elicit extreme emotions. However, people who were high in need to avoid 
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emotional situations did not demonstrate, engage, or elicit such extreme characteristics or traits. 

For example, when deciding a verdict or case, graphic images or evidence would elicit strong 

responses such as crying, anger, or sympathy in a person who is high in need to approach. On the 

other hand, an individual that is high in need to avoid would demonstrate little to no response 

when presented with the same graphic images or evidence. 

Van den Bos (2003) extended affect and decision-making literature by addressing the 

effect that affect has on individual’s justice judgments. This study found that people construct 

justice judgments by relying on how they feel about the events they have encountered, thus, 

suggesting that individuals’ justice judgments are strongly influenced by their processing of 

affective information or experiences. This influence of affective information and experiences on 

justice judgments is instrumental when examining jurors’ decisions regarding verdicts and 

sentencing in relation to their individual need for affect. Additionally, Van den Bos (2003) 

concluded that in situations where individuals are uncertain about information presented to them, 

their affective states that they had been in prior and unrelated to the justice judgment strongly 

influences their decision-making process. In other words, people’s justice judgments and 

decisions can be very subjective and susceptible to their affective states. Van den Bos’ (2003) 

findings relate to the current study by accounting for individuals’ need for affect when 

determining the decision of a case that represents a justice judgment in terms of juror verdict 

outcome decisions. 

Emotions, affect, and trust interact in decision-making to develop an individual’s 

judgment, decision, perspective, and opinion on a matter. Dunn and Schweitzer (2005) found 

that emotions and affect are instrumental in trust judgments because individuals are unaware of 

the influence that their emotional and affective states have on their judgment and decision-
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making process. Their study concluded that other-person-control emotions such as anger and 

gratitude significantly influence a person’s trust. Dunn and Schweitzer indicated that anger 

decreased trust, whereas gratitude increased trust. This relationship relates to the current study in 

that individuals’ who have high trust in legal authorities should gravitate toward being more 

grateful and positive of those authorities. However, individuals with low trust in legal authorities 

should display more negative responses, closely associated with anger or resentment, toward 

legal authorities. Additionally, the researchers found that personal control emotions such as pride 

and guilt significantly influenced trust, but not as much as other person control emotions (e.g., 

anger and gratitude). Finally, Dunn and Schweitzer found that people engage in different types of 

decision-making processes for different types of judgments. They indicated that incidental 

emotions (i.e., emotions that have nothing to do with the decision or judgment being currently 

rendered) influenced trust significantly more for individuals that were unfamiliar to one another 

than for those individuals who were familiar with one another. This finding is relevant to the 

current study in that it addresses the importance of the unfamiliar nature of the relationship 

between jurors, legal authorities, and defendants in courtroom proceedings. This unfamiliar 

relationship, found by Dunn and Schweitzer, regarding legal authorities and defendants in 

courtroom proceedings indicated a possibility of jurors relying on their affective states to 

determine their decision and judgments in jury deliberations and decision-making. This reliance 

on individual jurors’ affective state indicates the importance of an individuals’ need for affect in 

decision-making, especially within the context of jurors making justice judgments in complex 

and uncertain situations. 

Corwin, Griffin, Cramer, and Brodsky (2012) extended need for affect and juror 

decision-making literature by incorporating the NFA scale as a predictor of sentencing outcomes. 
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They found that NFA, more specifically the approach subscale, was significant in predicting 

mock jurors’ sentencing outcomes. This discovery led the researchers to conclude that the more a 

juror was willing to approach emotional situations or engage their emotions in their decisions, 

the more that juror was likely to assign a sentence of life in prison without parole instead of 

death. This indicated that those who tend to approach may consider the positive outcome (life) 

opposed to the negative (death) one in their decision-making process. Corwin and colleagues 

also found that the need to avoid emotionally charged situations did not significantly affect the 

subsequent sentencing decision of mock jurors. This finding suggests that those who tend to 

avoid emotionally induced situations may not consider the positive or negative affective 

outcomes of sentencing. Maio and Esses (2001) substantiated the conclusions reached by Corwin 

and colleagues that the approach component may be related to positive affective emotions, 

whereas the avoidance component may be related to negative affective emotions. 

Development of Conceptual Model of Trust in Legal Authorities 

The concept of trust in legal authorities is complex, in that it has become interchangeable 

with many different concepts within the procedural justice and legitimacy domains and is 

difficult to depict in one model or scholastic argument. Tyler (1990) argues that individuals do 

not simply obey the law or assist in policy implementation due to fear of punishment or 

expectation of rewards, but rather because of their perceived trust of authorities within these 

institutions and the institution itself being legitimate. The conceptual model of trust in legal 

authorities for this study draws upon a culmination of perspectives from legitimacy and 

procedural justice scholars such Levi, Sacks, and Tyler (2009). The conceptual model 

implemented in this research follows the approach of Levi, Sacks, and Tyler in that the idea of 

trust in legal authorities will be derived from the beliefs and perceptions that individuals hold 
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about the normative appropriateness of government institutions, authorities, and processes. 

Moreover, this model proposes trust in legal authorities as a sense of obligation or willingness to 

obey authorities through an individual’s willingness to evaluate their trustworthiness and 

perceived perceptions of legal authorities (value-based trust) that then translates into actual 

compliance with expectations, regulations, and laws through their performance as a mock juror 

to decide the outcome of a case (behavioral trust).  

The model (see Figure 1) posits that value-based trust as a latent variable has two 

antecedent conditions: (a) trustworthiness of legal authorities and (b) procedural justice. The 

component of trustworthiness of legal authorities has four components: (a) police, (b) courts, (c) 

institutional trust and (d) motive-based trust, whereas the component of procedural fairness has 

two components: (a) voice and (b) neutrality. Moreover, behavioral trust has two components 

(i.e., guilty and not guilty). Lastly, the condition of behavioral trust will be influenced by value-

based trust, individual demographic characteristics, and individual difference personality traits 

such as need for affect (NFA), need for cognition (NFC) and trait need for cognitive closure 

(NFCS).  

Figure 1: Conceptual Model of Trust in Legal Authorities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. This conceptual model of trust in legal authorities visually depicts how each variable in 

the current study interacts with each other to predict juror outcome decisions.  
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Gaps in the Existing Literature 

Several gaps exist in the procedural justice domain pertaining to trust in legal authorities 

and institutions, procedural fairness, and juror decision-making research. The existing literature 

on trust in legal authorities and procedural justice has not developed a thoroughly tested 

instrument that gauges these constructs. Additionally, the literature on procedural fairness and 

juror trust in legal authorities has neglected the importance of characteristics relating to 

individual demographic information and individual differences, such as personality traits focused 

on emotional and thinking tendencies that influence juror perceptions, decisions, and behaviors. 

Similarly, juror procedural justice research, in general, has focused on verdict outcomes, thus, 

neglecting assessments of juror sentencing outcomes. Thus, by developing and testing a Trust in 

Legal Authorities measure and incorporating the NFA scale, NFC scale, NFCS scale, and 

specific demographic information into the current study, these existing gaps in the literature are 

accounted for in juror verdict and sentencing decisions. 

Justification for Study 

These gaps are important to fill, especially at a time when decreased perceptions of 

legitimacy, procedural fairness, and trust in legal authorities are very prominently displayed in 

the justice system (Tyler, 2005, 2006; Farrell, Pennington, & Cronin, 2013). Thus, understanding 

the components that comprise trust in legal authorities and the relationship between perceptions 

of trust and confidence, procedural fairness, NFA, NFC, NFCS, and juror decision-making is 

particularly important because participation on a jury serves both political and social functions 

that extend beyond the implications of a single verdict or sentencing decision. As the voice of the 

public and its citizens within the courtroom and criminal justice system, jurors’ individual trust 

in legal authorities, their perceptions of procedural justice, need for affect, need for cognition, 
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and need for cognitive closure affect their decisions on juries. Measuring these perceptions is 

important because if juror trust in legal authorities and need for affect are not closely monitored 

and researched, jurors could begin to take the law into their own hands. That is, jurors could 

potentially convict innocent defendants out of fear of crime or lack of trust in the courts or police 

to seek and achieve justice (Walker, 1980). Additionally, jurors could jeopardize the justice 

system when jurors acquit a defendant contrary to the weight of the evidence if they perceive the 

crimes or the authorities involved with the handling of the case or crime to be illegitimate. As 

Tyler (1998) mentioned regarding individual perceptions of legitimacy, “the key issue in 

people’s reactions to legal procedures is their judgment about the trustworthiness of legal 

authorities” (p. 867). 

In the current study, I sought to contribute to the filling of the gaps in the existing 

literature by examining the constructs of trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness in a 

developed measure and exploring the relationships between trust in legal authorities, procedural 

fairness, NFA, NFC, NFCS, and juror outcome decisions. To examine and explore these gaps in 

the literature, this study assessed individuals’ (a) level of trust in the police and the courts, (b) 

their perceptions of procedural fairness, (c) their motivational tendencies to approach or avoid 

emotion-inducing situations, (d) their tendencies to engage in and enjoy thinking, (e) the degree 

to which they value closure, and (f) their outcome decisions regarding verdict. Given that trust in 

legal authorities and procedural fairness are key factors in shaping public views and evaluations 

of legal institutions and authorities, it is important to use a valid and reliable tool to measure 

these constructs. In all, the present study sought to assess the construct dimensionality of trust in 

legal authorities and procedural fairness using principal component analysis. The results of 

which will serve as initial steps of developing a brief measure of trust in legal authorities and 
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procedural fairness. Additionally, the secondary focus of this study was to assess the relationship 

between trust in legal authorities, need for affect, need for cognition, need for cognitive closure, 

individual demographic information, and juror outcome decisions.
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METHODS 

Participants 

Participants were 267 Introductory Criminal Justice and Sociology undergraduate 

students from a large, public southeastern university, wherein 13 were excluded from the original 

sample of 280 due to participant withdrawal from the study. The participants in this study 

received extra credit in exchange for their participation. With respect to demographic 

characteristics of the sample (Table 1), there were more female (n = 187, 70%) than male 

participants (n = 79, 29.6%). Other demographic information was collected from the enrolled 

participants, such as age, ethnicity, religion, political affiliation, prior jury experience, prior 

experience with the police and courts, and perceptions of prior experiences with the police and 

courts. Of those enrolled, 204 (76.4%) identified themselves as Caucasian, 39 (14.6%) as African 

American, 9 (3.4%) as Hispanic, 6 (2.2%) as Asian, 3 (1.1%) as Biracial, 3 (1.1%) as other, and 

3 (1.1%) as prefer not to answer. Furthermore, regarding political affiliation, 131 (49.1%) 

participants identified themselves as Republicans, 67 (25.1%) as Democrats, 31 (11.6%) as 

Independents, 25 (9.4%) as preferring not to answer, and 13 (4.9%) as other. Moreover, 150 

(56.2%) participants identified themselves as Non-Catholic Christian, 67 (25.1%) as Catholic, 3 

(1.1%) as Jewish, 1 (.4%) as Muslim, 1 (.4%) as Buddhist, 11 (4.1%) as preferring not to answer, 

and 34 (12.7%) as other. Lastly, the distribution of the sample was not representative of the 

population from which the sample was taken. The minimum age of participants (n = 225) was 16 

and the maximum was 35; the mean age was 19.20 (SD 1.85).
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Data from participants also revealed that most participants (n = 264, 98.9%) had no prior 

experience serving as a member of a jury, while only three participants (1.1%) had previously 

served as a member of a jury. In terms of prior experiences, 112 (41.9%) of participants in the 

overall sample of 267 had a prior experience with the police, wherein 7 (2.6%) of participants 

rated their experience as being very negative, 33 (12.4%) as moderately negative, 40 (15%) and 

neutral, 21 (7.9%) as moderately positive, and 11 (4.1%) as very positive. Conversely, 57 

(21.3%) of participants that had a prior experience with the courts rated their experience as being 

very negative (0.4%), moderately negative (4.1%), neutral (8.2%), moderately positive (5.6%), 

and very positive (3.0%). Lastly, The University of Alabama Institutional Review Board granted 

approval for this research (see Appendix A). 

Table 1:  

 

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

 (n = 267) 

Gender: n (%)  

     Male 79 (29.6) 

     Female 187 (70.0) 

     Other 1 (.4) 

Age (years): M (SD)* 19.20 (1.85) 

Ethnicity: n (%)  

     Prefer Not to Answer 3 (1.1) 

     Caucasian 204 (76.4) 
     African American 39 (14.6) 

     Hispanic 9 (3.4) 

     Asian 6 (2.2) 

     Biracial 3 (1.1) 

     Other 3 (1.1) 

Religion: n (%)  

     Prefer Not to Answer 11 (4.1) 

     Non-Catholic Christian 150 (56.2) 

     Catholic 67 (25.1) 

     Jewish 3 (1.1) 
     Muslim 1 (.4) 

     Buddhist 1 (.4) 

     Other 34 (12.7) 

Political Affiliation: n (%)  

     Prefer Not to Answer 25 (9.4) 
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 (n = 267) 

     Democrat 67 (25.1) 

     Independent 31 (11.6) 

     Republican 131 (49.1) 
     Other 13 (4.9) 

Prior Experience as Juror: n (%)  

     No 264 (98.9) 

     Yes 3 (1.1) 

Prior Experience with Police: n (%)  

     No 155 (58.1) 

     Yes 112 (41.9) 

Prior Experience with Courts: n (%)  

     No 210 (78.7) 

     Yes 57 (21.3) 

*Note: n = 225 for age and the minimum and maximum are 16 and 35, respectively. 

Population and Sample 

In the current study, mock jurors are used instead of real jurors for time constraint 

reasons and the potential interference with prosecutorial and defense jury selection in real-life 

trials. The population for this study was college students, but the sample consisted only of 

individuals in introductory-level criminal justice and sociology courses. The use of college 

students as mock jurors limits the external validity of the study. Moreover, the use of criminal 

justice and sociology students in the sample makes this sample different, in that, it is expected 

that these students have some interest or prior knowledge in the subject matter that is being 

studied. Lastly, with the population being college students, it is projected that the population will 

be approximately 37,100 college students (N = 37,100) and the sample will be approximately 

300 college students.  

Setting 

The setting of this study is a large, public university in the southeastern United States 

(i.e., the University of Alabama). According to this university’s demographic report for its fall 

2015 semester, there was an enrollment of approximately 37,100 undergraduate, professional, 

and graduate students. Furthermore, the demographics of this university consisted of 46% of 
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students coming from the state of Alabama, 51% of students coming from elsewhere in the 

United States, 3% of international students come from 62 different countries, 55% of students are 

women, 45% of students are men, 12% of students are African-American, and 2% of students are 

Asian-American. Lastly, it would be expected that the distribution will be generally 

representative of the population from which the sample will be taken. However, based on the 

convenience sampling used along with the lack of sample diversity, the distribution was not 

representative of the population from which the sample was taken. 

Materials 

The materials used consisted of an informed consent document (see Appendix B), case 

scenario (see Appendix C) adapted from a real-life case, including case background, the charge 

against the defendant, and the evidence presented at trial (i.e., testimony). Furthermore, the case 

scenario questions (see Appendix D) taken from the scenario required participants to recall 

details of the case scenario previously presented to them. In addition, a verdict phase (see 

Appendix E) definition sheet listing the terminology used throughout the remainder of the study 

was provided to participants prior to the juror verdict (see Appendix F) instructions and the juror 

outcome decision questionnaire. The juror instructions informed participants of their job in the 

study as mock jurors during the verdict and/or sentencing phase. Lastly, a debriefing statement 

(see Appendix G) and participant withdrawal option (see Appendix H) was presented to the 

participants. 

The case scenario used in this study was adapted from a real-life case that resulted in the 

defendant being found guilty in the court of law. However, for the purpose of this study, the case 

scenario was intended to be ambiguous in that the decision to find the defendant guilty or not 

guilty was supposed to be dependent upon the individual’s level of affective and cognitive 
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personality traits along with these traits’ engagement with the scenario. Thus, the case scenario 

was intended to draw upon the emotional and thinking tendencies of the individual as indicated 

by the individual difference measure (i.e., need for affect, need for cognition, and need for 

cognitive closure). Through careful evaluation, the case scenario used in this study concerning 

drugs did not draw enough on these tendencies due to the case involving less of an ideal 

emotional capacity as would be expected with such cases concerning a violent, gruesome, and/or 

disturbing matter (i.e., murder, domestic abuse, child abuse, sexual violence, etc.). Conversely, 

the case scenario subject matter of drugs, the undercover operation conducted by the police, the 

testimony provided by individuals in the courtroom, and the rulings by the judge in the 

courtroom did draw on the beliefs that individuals had about the criminal justice system and 

courtroom dynamics. This was reflected in mock jurors’ outcome decision through their 

provided justification as to why they found the defendant overwhelmingly guilty in the study. 

Measures 

 Demographics. Participants were asked to self-report their age, gender (man = 0 ; 

woman = 1; other = 2), ethnicity (Caucasian = 0; African American = 1; Hispanic = 2; Asian = 3; 

Pacific Islander = 4; Biracial = 5; Other = 6), religious affiliation (Non-Catholic Christian = 0; 

Catholic = 1; Jewish = 2; Muslim = 3; Hindu = 4; Buddhist = 5; Other = 6), political affiliation 

(Republican = 0; Democrat = 1; Independent = 2; Other = 3; Prefer Not to Answer = 4), and the 

geographical location of their longest residence (state, and country if not within the United 

States). Additionally, participants were asked to indicate their prior jury experience (yes = 1; no 

= 0), prior experience with the police (yes = 1; no = 0), and prior experience with the courts (yes 

= 1; no = 0). This measure can be seen in Appendix I. 
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Need for Affect (NFA) Scale. Need for Affect (NFA) (see Appendix J, Maio & Esses, 

2001) measured an individual’s motivational tendencies, desires, or abilities to approach or avoid 

emotional-inducing situations. Participants were asked to respond to 26 items that measured the 

extent to which they agreed with statements about whether they would avoid or approach an 

emotional situation (e.g., “Emotions help people get along in life;” “I would prefer not to 

experience either the lows or highs of emotion;” “It is important for me to know how others are 

feeling;” “Acting on one’s emotions is always a mistake”). Participants were able to indicate 

their agreement or disagreement on a 5-point scale where 0 = maximum disagreement and 4 = 

maximum agreement. Heise and Thomas (1989) found good internal consistency for the 

approach (α = .83) and avoidance (α = .84) scores. NFA subscales are used to examine how 

approach to or avoidance of emotions can predict juror outcome decisions. 

Need for Cognition (NFC) Scale. Need for Cognition (NFC) (see Appendix K, 

Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984) measured “the tendencies of an individual to engage in and enjoy 

thinking” (p. 116). Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed with 18 

items (e.g., “I find satisfaction in deliberating had and for long hours;” “The notion of thinking 

abstractly is appealing to me;” “Thinking is not my idea of fun;” and “I only think as hard as I 

have to”). Participants were given five response options (4 = extremely characteristic; 3 = 

somewhat characteristic; 2 = uncertain; 1 = somewhat uncharacteristic; 0 = extremely 

uncharacteristic). 

Need for Cognitive Closure (NFCS) Scale. The third part of the survey consisted of the 

Need for Cognitive Closure (NFCS) Scale (see Appendix L), which was originally developed by 

Kruglanski and colleagues (1993) but revised by Roets and Van Hiel (2011). This scale served as 

a predictor variable to assess personal differences in the degree to which individuals’ value 
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closure. NFCS as a predictor variable was operationalized as the participants’ score from their 

responses on a 15-item, 5-point Likert-type scale (e.g., “I think that having clear rules and order 

at work is essential for success;” “I don’t like situations that are uncertain;” “I have to change my 

plans at the last minute;” and “I usually make important decisions quickly and confidently”). 

Participants were given five response options ranging from strongly disagree (= 0) to strongly 

agree (= 4). 

Trust in Legal Authorities Questionnaire. The author-created Trust in Legal 

Authorities scale consisted of a total of 42 items to measure two components: (a) trust in 

authorities and (b) procedural fairness. First, the trust in authorities component (Appendix M)  

included 30 items (out of a total of 42 items) where respondents were asked to indicate the level 

to which they agreed (4 = strongly agree; 3 = agree; 2 = neither agree or disagree; 1 =  disagree; 

0 = strongly disagree) with statements aimed at assessing the motive-based and institutional trust 

of the court and police as legal authorities (e.g., “I do not trust that prosecutors guarantee 

everyone a fair trial” (i.e., institutional trust-courts); “I feel that the courts make an effort to 

ensure that people have adequate attorney representation” (i.e., motive-based trust-courts); “I 

trust that the police protect citizens’ basic rights” (i.e., institutional trust-police); and “I do not 

believe that the police take everyone’s complaints seriously” (i.e., motive-based trust-police)). 

First, motive-based trust in legal authorities, reflecting fiduciary trust, is measured in each item 

as the inferences of the motives and intentions of the police. Thus, these items will measure the 

degree to which individuals think legal authorities (i.e., the police and the courts) have 

benevolent and caring intentions when they deal with the public and make a good faith effort to 

respond to the needs and concerns of the public. Second, institutional trust in legal authorities 

measures the degree to which legal authorities (i.e., the police and the courts) are honest and care 
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for the members of the communities they police. Thus, this type of institutional trust exists when 

members of the public view these legal authorities as being honest and competent authorities 

who exercise their institutional responsibilities on behalf of all citizens.  

The author-created procedural fairness component (Appendix N) was measured using 12 

items where respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they believe that legal 

institutions adhere to such principles as neutrality and voice (4 = strongly agree; 3 = agree; 2 = 

neither agree or disagree; 1 = disagree; 0 = strongly disagree). On one hand, this component used 

such items as “the police are influenced by political interests and affiliations” and “the corruption 

is a problem for the courts as an institution in the United States” to assess neutrality. On the other 

hand, such items as “the courts do not pay attention to the opinion of other organizations, 

institutions, and authorities in their decisions” and “the police pay attention to the opinion of 

their community in their decisions” were included to assess voice. For this study, neutrality was 

defined as being unbiased and transparent in decision-making while voice was defined as the 

ability to participate in situations by expressing your viewpoint (Tyler, 2001, 2005, 2006). While 

ideas of respectful treatment and trustworthiness are often included in such measures of 

neutrality and voice, in this study, these constructs were measured by the Trust in Legal 

Authorities component.  

Juror Outcome Decision Questionnaire. Juror Outcome Decision Making was adapted 

from Hannaford-Agor and colleagues (2002) (Appendix O) and measured each individual mock 

jurors’ verdict decision. Respondents were asked to decide whether the defendant was not guilty 

(= 0) or guilty (= 1). Additionally, participants were asked to provide a justification for their 

decision-making using an open-ended question.  
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Design 

For the purposes of this research study, I used an exploratory cross-sectional, non-

experimental design to quantitatively identify significant predictors of mock jurors’ outcome 

decisions and constructs within trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness. This research 

design was exploratory in that it sought to distinctly define a problem that has not been clearly 

defined in prior research. Moreover, this study was non-experimental because it lacked the 

manipulation of the predictor variables; rather it identified components of trust in legal 

authorities and the odds ratios between the predictor and criterion variables. 

In this study, the predictor variables were trust in legal authorities (i.e., the police and 

courts), procedural fairness, NFA (approach or avoidance), NFC, NFCS, and demographic 

variables (i.e., prior jury experience, prior experience with the police, prior experience with the 

courts, age, gender, ethnicity, religion, and political affiliation). The criterion variable was mock 

jurors’ outcome decisions measured by items assessing the participants’ verdict outcome. Lastly, 

the primary analysis consisted of a principal component analysis followed by secondary analyses 

such as descriptive statistics, binary logistic regression, Cronbach’s α, and a parallel analysis to 

construct and align the results with the overall purpose and intent of this study. 

Research Questions  

Research Question 1: What are the underlying dimensions of trust in legal authorities 

and procedural fairness?  

Research Question 2: Does trust in legal authorities, procedural fairness, demographic 

information (e.g., gender, age, ethnicity, religion, political affiliation, etc.), and 

personality dimensions (e.g., need for affect, need for cognition, and need for cognitive 

closure) predict jurors’ outcome decisions? 
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Data Collection Procedures 

Data was collected using Qualtrics, and all procedures were approved by the University 

of Alabama Institutional Review Board before data collection began. Additionally, because 

participant recruitment was dependent on the support of faculty who taught criminal justice and 

sociology courses, approval for all procedures was sought from the department chairs and 

professors in each department. When participants were recruited for participation, each received 

an informed consent document (Appendix B) and could choose to not participate or discontinue 

participation at any point. Participants were informed that their responses were confidential and 

their responses would not be able to be identified at an individual level. All data was saved on 

password protected research team computers.  

After consent was given, participants first completed demographics items, followed by 

measures of personality (e.g., NFA, NFC, NFCS) and trust in legal authorities. After completing 

these individual difference measures, participants were presented with a case scenario to read 

after which they indicated their juror outcome decision. Following the case scenario, the 

participants were prompted to answer questions regarding the case scenario. Participants were 

asked to complete an outcome decision questionnaire, but were presented first with a verdict 

definition sheet and juror verdict instructions, as they would be in a real case. This questionnaire 

asked participants about their verdict decisions. During the completion of this questionnaire, 

each participant decided on a verdict decision of guilty or not guilty (see Appendix O). Lastly, 

participants were presented with a debriefing statement (see Appendix G) that revealed the need 

for initial concealment and thanked them for their participation in the study. In addition, this 

statement was followed by an option for the participants to remove their data from the study (see 

Appendix H). 
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Statistical Analyses 

All data was collected, assembled, and organized into one main dataset, wherein the 

statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics, version 24. As the primary 

purpose of the current study was to quantitatively assess the construct dimensionality of trust in 

legal authorities and procedural fairness, only items that were attributed to trust in legal 

authorities and procedural fairness were analyzed. Thus, to determine the construct 

dimensionality of trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness, a principal component 

analysis (PCA) was conducted on the Trust in Legal Authorities measure. 

In the present study, two PCAs were conducted to evaluate the underlying dimensions of 

the Trust in Legal Authorities measure. While there is a strong debate on the type of rotation to 

use when conducting PCA, Browne (2001) along with many other statisticians have indicated 

that oblique rotations rather than orthogonal rotations are more representative of social science 

data because many believe that it is reasonable to assume that different components (factors) of a 

measure will correlate with one another to some extent. Thus, a Promax oblique rotation with 

Kaiser normalization, kappa set to four, and 25 iterations was implemented to extract the number 

of components while permitting these components to be correlated.  

Additional analyses were used to determine the appropriateness of principal component 

analysis and the validity of the extracted factor solutions for the current study. These analyses 

consisted of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy, the Bartlett’s Test 

of Sphericity, the Correlation Matrix Determinant, eigenvalues greater than one (Kaiser 

criterion), the scree test, and parallel analysis. When identifying the measures that determined the 

appropriateness of PCA, KMO was used to assess the potential for finding distinct and reliable 

components, whereas Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity indicated whether the correlations between 
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items were significantly different from zero. Moreover, the eigenvalues greater than one (Kaiser 

criterion), the scree test, and parallel analysis were used in tandem to establish the validity of the 

number of components to be extracted. The eigenvalues greater than one method and the scree 

test were implemented on the first principal component analysis as a preliminary analysis. 

However, since Zwick and Velicer (1986) contend that the Kaiser criterion has been found to 

result in both over- and under- representation of factoring and Kaiser (1960) indicated that the 

scree test is highly subjective due to the researcher having to visual evaluate and determine the 

number of components above the last significant drop of eigenvalues, a parallel analysis was 

performed. The parallel analysis that was performed used the raw data and permutations method 

syntax developed and created by O’Conner (2000) to determine the number of components to be 

forcibly extracted in the second PCA. Lastly, Cronbach’s α was used to analyze the Trust in 

Legal Authorities measure along with the components discovered in the PCA.  

The secondary analyses that were conducted following the second principal component 

analysis consisted of two binary logistic regressions. The first binary logistic regression that was 

performed used the criterion variable of juror outcome decision (e.g., guilty or not guilty) and 

component scores generated by using the items that comprised each component in the PCA 

saved as predictor variables. The component scores, as predictor variables, in the binary logistic 

regression were entered using the ENTER method. The second binary logistic regression applied 

the same criterion variable and ENTER method for the predictor variables, but the predictor 

variables used in this regression were trust in legal authorities, procedural fairness, need for 

affect, need for cognition, need for cognitive closure, gender, and political affiliation.
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RESULTS 

Main Analyses 

Preliminary Principal Component Analysis. Data collected regarding the 42 items 

assessing trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness were subjected to a principal 

component analysis with Promax rotation using the Kaiser criterion (i.e., eigenvalues greater 

than one) extraction setting. The preliminary assessment revealed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) measure of sampling adequacy according to Kaiser (1974) was marvelous (KMO = .911) 

and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (χ2 (861) = 5659.158, p <  .001) was sufficiently large for 

component analysis based on the item correlations (Field, 2005). Also, the Correlation Matrix 

Determinant indicated that there were sufficient levels of correlations that signified that the data 

were suitable for performing principal component analysis.  

Component Extraction. The preliminary principal component analysis identified nine 

components based on eigenvalues greater than one (Kaiser criterion) and the analysis of the scree 

plot supported the inclusion of five to seven components. However, Zwick and Velicer (1986) 

have suggested that the Kaiser criterion tends to over- and under- estimate relevant factors and 

the reliability of analyzing the scree pot is highly subjective (Kaiser, 1960; Zwick & Velicer). 

Considering these findings, more statistically founded techniques were implemented and applied 

to the principal component analysis to most accurately determine the number of components. For 

this study, a parallel analysis and Velicer’s minimum average partial (MAP) were conducted to 

ensure that overextraction did not occur during the performance of the parallel analysis and 

underextraction during the MAP analysis (O’Conner, 2000). 
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The parallel analysis was conducted to determine the statistically significant eigenvalues 

to extract during the principal component analysis. Typically, SPSS does not perform a parallel 

analysis; however, O’Conner (2000) developed syntax to perform the analysis in SPSS. When 

performing the parallel analysis, a permutation approach was determined to be appropriate since 

it has been deemed to be the more conservative and robust approach to generate random 

permutation (Ndatsets = 1000) used for calculating statistically significant eigenvalues 

(O’Conner). After conducting the parallel analysis, raw data eigenvalues were considered 

significant and retained as components if these values were larger than the 95th percentile 

eigenvalues and larger than the mean random data eigenvalues. When implementing these 

criteria, the parallel analysis yielded five significant eigenvalues; Table 2 and Figure 2 display 

the results of all nine eigenvalues greater than one to demonstrate the purpose and how the 

parallel analysis distinguishes significant components (factors) from eigenvalues that just meet 

the Kaiser metric of being greater than one. Additionally, the MAP analysis using O’Conner’s 

syntax substantiated the findings of the parallel analysis by identifying five significant 

eigenvalues to retain (data not shown). 

Table 2:  

 

Parallel Analysis for Principal Component Analysis 

Initial Component* Raw Data 

Eigenvalue 

Parallel Analysis Mean 

Eigenvalue 

Parallel Analysis 95th 

Percentile Eigenvalue 

1† 13.02 1.88 1.98 

2† 3.39 1.79 1.85 

3† 2.27 1.70 1.76 

4† 1.96 1.64 1.69 

5† 1.73 1.60 1.63 

              6 1.30 1.53 1.57 

              7 1.15 1.48 1.52 

              8 1.10 1.43 1.48 

              9 1.00 1.39 1.43 

Note: *Initial Components with Eigenvalues greater than 1.0 from initial principal component analysis 
                †Significance determined by raw data eigenvalue being greater than both the mean and the 95th percentile 

eigenvalues estimated by the parallel analysis. 
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Figure 2: Parallel Analysis Sequence Plot  

 

Figure 2. Parallel analysis of the component solution. The intersection of the three lines (raw 

data, means, and percentile) represents the number of significant eigenvalues to extract 

for the principal component analysis. 

 

Final Principal Component Analysis. Given the substantiated findings of the parallel 

analysis and Velicer’s minimum average partial (MAP) analysis, a second principal component 

analysis was conducted using Promax oblique rotation with Kaiser normalization, kappa set to 

four, iterations set to 25, and the extraction setting limited to five components. This analysis 

yielded a marvelous Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO = .911) (Kaiser, 

1974) and a Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (χ2 (861) = 5659.158, p < .0001) that was sufficiently 

large for factor analysis based on the item correlations (Field, 2005). Additionally, the 

Correlation Matrix Determinant (Determinant = 3.92E-11) indicated that there were sufficient 

levels of correlations that signified that the data was suitable for performing principal component 

analysis. 
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The five components (42 items) were found to explain 53.29% of the unrotated variance 

of juror decision outcomes (i.e., guilty and not guilty). When assessing whether items were 

loaded onto a component and whether it was uniquely loaded, the criteria established by Field 

(2005) was used in this study. Field considered items loaded on a component if the values 

exceeded .40 and uniquely loaded if the cross-loadings on other components were less than .40. 

Thus, when determining the setting for the coefficient display format for this principal 

component analysis, a suppression of small coefficients under .40 was implemented while 

sorting the coefficients by size. 

After a closer inspection of the five components (42 items) in the principal component 

analysis, Item 33 “Corruption is a problem for the police as an institution in the United States” 

had a primary component loading of .54 on procedural fairness – neutrality (component 5; 

defined by three other items) and a cross-loading of .50 on trust in police. Thus, Item 33 was 

determined to be the only item that was not uniquely loaded. Component 1 was reflective of 

“trust in police,” (e.g., “I have confidence that the police care about the well-being of everyone 

they interact with” (Item 20)), with 16 items reflecting both institutional and motive-based trust. 

On the other hand, component 2 was associated with “institutional trust in courts,” (e.g., “I think 

that the defense protects the rights of the defendant” (Item 3)), with nine items reflecting this 

type of trust. Additionally, a third component was related to “procedural fairness – voice,” (e.g., 

“The courts pay attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions” (Item 34)), with 

six items reflecting participation in a situation by expressing your viewpoint. Moreover, a fourth 

component was identified that was linked to overall “motive-based trust in courts,” (e.g., “I 

believe that the defense does not listen carefully to the concerns of the defendant” (Item 14) or “I 

think that the prosecutor is out-of-touch or unfamiliar with what is going on in their community” 
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(Item7)), with five item reflecting this trust. Lastly, a fifth component was linked to “procedural 

fairness – neutrality,” (e.g., “The courts are influenced by political interests and affiliations” 

(Item 42)), with four items connected to being unbiased and transparent in decision-making. A 

summary of the primary principal component analysis loadings is documented in Table 3 along 

with the descriptive statistics of the PCA in Table 4. 
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Table 3:  

 

Principal Component Factor Loadings for a Five Component Solution using Promax (oblique) Rotation (Pattern Matrix) 

 Component Factors 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 

Trust in Police (Component 1)       

(20) I have confidence that the police care about the well-being of everyone they interact 

with. 

.89† .07 -.04 -.05 -.02 

(27) I trust that the decisions made by the police are within the law. .88† .09 .03 -.10 -.11 

(18) I trust that the police protect citizens’ basic rights. .87† .09 .00 -.07 -.13 

(16) I think that the police are a legitimate institution and people should obey the decisions 

that police officers make. 

.86† .11 -.07 -.07 -.18 

(24) I trust that the police use their discretion wisely. .83† .05 .09 -.11 -.04 

(21) I believe that the police ensure that individuals know their rights. .82† .03 -.09 -.02 -.17 

(22) I trust that the police follow protocol when collecting evidence. .81† .08 .08 -.10 .00 

(30) I believe that the police follow protocols and procedures during investigations. .80† .09 .02 -.05 -.04 

(17) I feel that the police are dishonest. .80† -.15 -.02 .15 .09 

(26) I believe that the police treat everyone equally. .64† -.06 .12 -.10 .20 

(23) I do not feel that the police are sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. .63† -.14 .09 .30 .03 

(19) I do not believe that the police consider the views of the people involved when 

deciding what to do. 

.58† -.22 -.08 .23 .06 

(29) I do not trust that decisions made by the police take into consideration the concerns of 

the public. 

.56† .03 .08 .21 .06 

(40) The police function efficiently in the United States. .56† -.04 .23 -.06 .13 

(25) I do not feel that police give honest explanations to individuals they interact with. .53† -.07 .07 .17 .03 

Institutional Trust in Courts (Component 2)      

(3) I think that the defense protects the rights of the defendant. -.01 .79† -.19 .18 -.08 

(4) I trust that judges are honest and fair. .01 .69† .12 -.06 .23 

(1) I believe the judge rules fairly on evidence admissibility. .00 .67† .11 .03 .09 

(5) I trust that the rulings made by judges are based on the rules of evidence. .05 .66† .15 .02 .04 

(12) I believe that the judge takes into consideration the needs of the jury. -.14 .65† .07 -.08 -.02 

(2) I feel that the judge gives equal time to the prosecution and defense during trials. .01 .64† .00 .17 .00 
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 Component Factors 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 

(9) I feel the defense represents the defendant’s best interests in court proceedings. .13 .62† -.29 .16 -.29 

(11) I trust that prosecutors seek justice rather than revenge during court proceedings. .29 .54† -.01 -.14 .10 

(15) I feel that the courts make an effort to ensure that people have adequate attorney 

representation. 

-.04 .48† .11 .10 .12 

Procedural Fairness – Voice (Component 3)      

   (34) The courts pay attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions. -.14 .08 .80† -.07 -.12 

   (38) The police pay attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions. .20 -.10 .75† .01 -.13 

   (39) The courts pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decision. -.11 .11 .70† .15 -.00 

   (35) The police pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decisions. .21 -.07 .68† .00 -.10 

   (41) The police do not pay attention to the opinion of other organizations, institutions, and 

authorities in their decisions. 

.15 .02 .50† .03 -.18 

   (37) The courts do not pay attention to the opinion of other organizations, institutions, and 

authorities in their decisions. 

.08 -.01 .46† -.00 -.02 

Motive – Based Trust in Courts (Component 4)      

   (14) I believe that the defense does not listen carefully to the concerns of the defendant. .06 .11 -.13 .66† -.21 

   (13) I believe that the prosecutor is not sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. .04 .00 .03 .66† -.05 

   (7) I think that the prosecutor is out-of-touch or unfamiliar with what is going on in their 

community. 

-.02 .08 .12 .63† .09 

   (8) I think that people involved in court proceedings do not understand the court rulings. -.08 .08 .04 .60† .02 

   (10) I do not trust that prosecutors guarantee everyone a fair trial. .02 .11 .04 .54† .23 

Procedural Fairness – Neutrality (Component 5)      

   (42) The courts are influenced by political interests and affiliations. -.03 .17 -.22 -.11 .88† 

   (36) Corruption is a problem for the courts as an institution in the United States. -.02 .08 .00 -.02 .77† 

   (32) The police are influenced by political interests and affiliations. .38 -.07 -.30 .04 .58† 

   (33) Corruption is a problem for the police as an institution in the United States. .50† -.08 -.10 -.06 .54† 

Eigenvalues 13.02 3.39 2.27 1.97 1.73 

% of Variance Accumulated 31.00 39.07 44.48 49.16 53.29 

Note:  Factor load above 0.4 for each item in bold† 
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Table 4: 

 

Descriptive Statistics for a Five Component Solution using Promax (oblique) Rotation 

Item Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Communalities 

(1) I believe the judge rules fairly on evidence admissibility. 2.29 .87 .54 

(2) I feel that the judge gives equal time to the prosecution and defense during 

trials. 

2.38 .81 .49 

(3) I think that the defense protects the rights of the defendant. 2.63 .78 .63 

(4) I trust that judges are honest and fair. 2.26 .98 .63 

(5) I trust that the rulings made by judges are based on the rules of evidence. 2.41 .95 .57 

(6) I do not feel that judges’ decisions are impartial. 1.90 .87 .15 

(7) I think that the prosecutor is out-of-touch or unfamiliar with what is going 

on in their community. 

2.16 .88 .52 

(8) I think that people involved in court proceedings do not understand the 

court rulings. 

2.14 .91 .38 

(9) I feel the defense represents the defendant’s best interests in court 

proceedings. 

2.54 .79 .50 

(10) I do not trust that prosecutors guarantee everyone a fair trial.  1.82 .92 .47 

(11) I trust that prosecutors seek justice rather than revenge during court 

proceedings. 

2.27 .91      .50 

(12) I believe that the judge takes into consideration the needs of the jury. 2.37 .79            .38 

(13) I believe that the prosecutor is not sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. 2.12 .87      .46 

(14) I believe that the defense does not listen carefully to the concerns of the 

defendant. 

2.34 .82      .45 

(15) I feel that the courts make an effort to ensure that people have adequate 

attorney representation. 

2.20 .93      .32 

(16) I think that the police are a legitimate institution and people should obey 

the decisions that police officers make. 

2.53 1.04      .61 

(17) I feel that the police are dishonest. 2.33      1.01      .72 

(18) I trust that the police protect citizens’ basic rights. 2.46      1.06      .69 

(19) I do not believe that the police consider the views of the people involved 

when deciding what to do. 

 1.97  1.05  .41 
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Item Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Communalities 

(20) I have confidence that the police care about the well-being of everyone 

they interact with. 

2.16  1.20  .75 

(21) I believe that the police ensure that individuals know their rights. 2.35  1.03 .51 

(22) I trust that the police follow protocol when collecting evidence. 2.15  1.06 .72 

(23) I do not feel that the police are sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. 2.14  1.04 .64 

(24) I trust that the police use their discretion wisely. 2.22  1.04 .73 

(25) I do not feel that police give honest explanations to individuals they 

interact with. 

2.10 1.03 .41 

(26) I believe that the police treat everyone equally. 1.45 1.12 .61 

(27) I trust that the decisions made by the police are within the law. 2.20 1.07 .74 

(28) I do not believe that the police take every ones’ complaints seriously. 1.72 1.02 .39 

(29) I do not trust that decisions made by the police take into consideration the 

concerns of the public. 

2.17 1.01 .55 

(30) I believe that the police follow protocols and procedures during 

investigations. 

2.29 1.02 .66 

(31) The courts function efficiently in the United States. 1.98 1.04 .37 

(32) The police are influenced by political interests and affiliations. 1.54 .89 .55 

(33) Corruption is a problem for the police as an institution in the United States. 1.49 1.04 .67 

(34) The courts pay attention to the opinion of their community in their 

decisions. 

2.13 .85 .53 

(35) The police pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decisions. 1.94 .98 .57 

(36) Corruption is a problem for the courts as an institution in the United States. 1.62 .99 .60 

(37) The courts do not pay attention to the opinion of other organizations, 

institutions, and authorities in their decisions 

2.19 .90 .24 

(38) The police pay attention to the opinion of their community in their 

decisions. 

2.08 .95 .64 

(39) The courts pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decision. 2.12 .87 .55 

(40) The police function efficiently in the United States. 2.08 1.10 .56 

(41) The police do not pay attention to the opinion of other organizations, 

institutions, and authorities in their decisions. 

2.10 .96 .31 

(42) The courts are influenced by political interests and affiliations. 1.50 .88 .70 
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 Table 5 contains the scale means, standard deviations, internal consistencies using 

Cronbach’s α, and correlations among the components. Regarding the full Trust in Legal 

Authorities, α was .94 (42 items), whereas α ranged from .71 - .95 for specific components: 

lowest for motive-based trust in courts and highest for trust in police. When taking into 

consideration the α for each component, there were no substantial increases in α for any of the 

component scales that would warrant an elimination of items on that component scale. Lastly, 

the largest correlations were obtained between trust in police and procedural fairness – Voice (r 

= .50) and trust in police and procedural fairness – neutrality (r = .49). 

Table 5:  

Means, Standard Deviations, Internal Consistencies, and Correlations of Obtained Components 

 Component Correlations 

Component  M SD  1 2 3 4 5 

1 - Trust in Police 

2 - Institutional Trust in Courts 

3 - Procedural Fairness - Voice 

4 - Motive-Based Trust in Courts 

5 - Procedural Fairness - Neutrality 

Full Instrument 

32.58 11.95 .95  .36 .50 .31 .49 

21.36 5.24 .85 .36  .26 .20 .14 

12.60 3.73 .77 .50 .26  .28 .35 

10.54 3.00 .71 .31 .20 .28  .20 

6.12 3.00 .80 .49 .14 .35 .20  

88.82 21.76 .94      

 

In concluding the main principal component analysis, the results indicated that the first 

component was strongly correlated with sixteen variables, wherein the sixteen variables varied in 

the same manner. That is, with an increase in one component score, there was a similar increase 

in the remaining component scores of that component. Upon further examination of the principal 

component analysis, the second component strongly to moderately correlated with nine 

variables. The same relationship in component one was found by the principal component 

analysis for component two, in that, the nine variables varied together. Thus, when there was an 

increase in one component score, there was a similar increase in the remaining component scores 

of that component. Additionally, the third component indicated that there were six variables that 
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strongly to moderately correlated with the component and varied similarly. Moreover, as 

indicated in the results of the final principal component analysis, the fourth component 

moderately correlated with five variables that varied in the same manner. Lastly, the principal 

component analysis identified the fifth and final component through its strong correlation with 

four variables that varied in the same manner. Thus, this relationship of an increase in one 

component score resulting in a similar increase in the remaining component scores of that 

component was found with each of the five components identified by the principal component 

analysis.  

Secondary Analyses 

Primary Binary Logistic Regression: Using Component Scores. The primary 

secondary analysis consisted of a binary logistic regression that analyzed the predictive nature of 

component scores (e.g., trust in police, institutional trust in courts, procedural fairness – voice, 

motive-based trust in courts, and procedural fairness – neutrality), political affiliation, prior 

experience serving as a juror, and prior experience with the police and court on the likelihood 

that mock jurors render a verdict of guilty. The predictive component scores were derived from 

the grouping of the item scores that were loaded onto the five individual components that were 

identified in the principal component analysis. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test indicated that the 

model was a good fit for the data since the test was not statistically significant (p = .428). 

Moreover, the binary logistic regression model was statistically significant, χ2(12) = 27.659, p < 

.01, indicating that the predictors as a set reliably distinguished between mock jurors who 

rendered a verdict of guilty and not guilty. Additionally, the model explained 14.3% (Nagelkerke 

R2) of the variance in juror outcome decisions and correctly classified 66.8% of cases (87.3%, 

guilty and 27.6%, not guilty). 
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In the first step of this binary logistic regression analysis as seen in Table 6, Exp (B) 

coefficients for prior juror experience, prior experience with the police, and prior experience 

with the courts were .81 (p =. 87), .86 (p = .58), and 1.66 (p = .16), respectively. Additionally, 

political affiliation (p = .178) was found to not contribute to the model in the first step. Thus, all 

the demographic predictor variables did not contribute to the model in the first step. In the 

second step, the component scores were entered and the Exp (B) coefficients for trust in police, 

institutional trust in courts, procedural fairness – voice, motive-based trust in courts, and 

procedural fairness – neutrality were 1.05 (95% CI [1.02 – 1.10], p = .01), 1.04 (95% CI [.98 – 

1.11], p =. 23), .88 (95% CI [.80 – .96], p = .01), .93 (95% CI [.82 – 1.04], p = .21), .01 (95% CI 

[.90 – 1.13], p = .88), respectively. The component scores for trust in police and procedural 

fairness – voice were significant predictors of juror verdict outcome. Moreover, the relationship 

for the component score trust in police was positive (B =. 05), whereas the relationship for the 

component score for procedural fairness- voice was negative (B = -.13). 

Table 6: 

 

 Binary Logistic Regression of Component Scores Predicting Juror Outcome Decisions 

 IV* B SE B Wald χ2  p OR OR 95% CI 

Block 1: Step 1ª PA   6.31 .18   

   PA (1) -.27 .32 .72 .40 .76 .41 – 1.43 

   PA (2) -.51 .43 1.45 .23 .60 .26 – 1.38 

   PA (3) .05 .64 .01 .94 1.05 .30 – 3.68 

   PA (4) 1.19 .65 3.36 .07 3.29 .92 – 11.78 

 PE - J -.21 1.28 .03 .87 .81 .07 – 9.99 

 PE - P -.15 .28 .30 .58 .86 .49 – 1.49 

 PE - C .51 .36 1.99 .16 1.66 .82 – 3.67 

        

Block 2: Step 1b PA   4.80 .31   

   PA (1) .09 .39 .05 .82 1.09 .51 – 2.36 

   PA (2) -.34 .46 .55 .46 .71 .29 – 1.75 

   PA (3) .34 .70 .24 .62 1.41 .36 – 5.52 

   PA (4) 1.26 .66 3.58 .05 3.52 .96 – 12.93 

 PE – J -.78 1.32 .35 .55 .46 .04 – 6.06 

 PE - P -.02 .29 .00 .96 .98 .55 – 1.75 
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 IV* B SE B Wald χ2  p OR OR 95% CI 

 PE - C .69 .39 3.16 .08 1.99 .93 – 4.25 

 TP† .05 .02 7.54 .01 1.05 1.02 – 1.10 

 ITC .04 .03 1.48 .23 1.04 .98 – 1.11 

 PFV† -.13 .05 7.55 .01 .88 .80 - .96  

 MBTC -.07 .06 1.57 .21 .93 .84 – 1.04 

 PFN .01 .06 .03 .88 1.01 .90 – 1.13 
Note: †Bold, significant predictor 

         * Abbreviations used in Regression  

IV, Independent Variable; SE B, Standard Error of Beta; OR, Odds Ratio; CI, Confidence Interval 

PA, Political Affiliation (Reference Group: Republican) 

PA (1), Democrat; PA (2), Independent; PA (3), Other; PA (4), Prefer Not to Answer 

PE – J, Prior Experience as Juror 

PE – P, Prior Experience with Police 

PE – C, Prior Experience with Courts 

TP, Trust in Police (component 1) 

 ITC, Institutional Trust in Courts (component 2) 

PFV, Procedural Fairness – Voice (component 3) 

MBTC, Motive-Based Trust in Courts (component 4) 

PFN, Procedural Fairness – Neutrality (component 5) 
aVariable (s) entered on step 1: PA, PE – J, PE – P, PE - C 
bVariable (s) entered in step 1: TP, ITC, PFV, MBTC, PFN 

 

When discussing the results of the primary binary logistic regression using component 

scores, trust in police (component one) (p =.01) and procedural fairness – voice (component 

three) (p = .01) had significant effects using a .05 criterion of statistical significance. However, 

institutional trust in courts (component two), motive-based trust in courts (component 4), 

procedural fairness – neutrality (component five), political affiliation, prior experience as a juror, 

prior experience with the police, and prior experience with the courts did not produce significant 

effects. Regarding trust in police, the 1.05 odds ratio indicated that for each one point increase in 

trust in police the odds of a juror rendering a verdict of guilty was increased by a multiplicative 

factor of 1.05. Furthermore, it could be stated that as trust in police increases the odds of a juror 

rendering a verdict of guilty increased by 5%. Conversely, the .88 odds ratio for procedural 

fairness – voice indicated that the odds of a juror rendering a verdict of guilty decreased by a 

multiplicative factor of .12 for each one point increase in juror’s procedural fairness – voice 

score. That is, as procedural fairness voice increases, the odds of a juror rendering a verdict of 
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guilty decreases by 12%. This negative relationship signified that for each one-point increase in 

procedural fairness – voice there was a .88 odd that a juror rendered a verdict of not guilty. 

Secondary Binary Logistic Regression: TLA, Procedural Fairness, NFA, NFC, and 

NFCS. A secondary binary logistic regression was performed to evaluate the effects of trust in 

legal authorities, procedural fairness, need for affect, need for cognition, need for cognitive 

closure, political affiliation, and prior experience with the court and the police on the likelihood 

that mock juror render a verdict of guilty. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test indicated that the model 

was a good fit for the data since the test was not statistically significant (p = .90). Moreover, the 

binary logistic regression model was statistically significant, χ2(11) = 22.849, p < .01, indicating 

that the predictors as a set reliably distinguished between mock jurors who rendered a verdict of 

guilty and not guilty. Additionally, the model explained 11.3% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance 

in juror outcome decisions and correctly classified 66.5% of cases (88.9%, guilty and 26.3%, not 

guilty).  

In the first step of the secondary binary logistic regression analysis, all the demographic 

variables (i.e., political affiliation and prior experience with the courts and police) did not 

contribute to the model. In the second step, trust in legal authorities was significantly connected 

to juror outcome decisions, but procedural fairness was not found be significant in predicting 

juror outcome decisions in the second step. Additionally, prior experience with courts became a 

significant predictor in the second step. The relationship for trust in legal authorities in this step 

was positive, whereas the prior experience with courts was negative. In the last step, need for 

affect, need for cognition, and need for cognitive were found to be not significant, while political 

affiliation became significant and trust in legal authorities and political affiliation remained 

significant in the model (see Table 7 for details). 
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Table 7: 

 

 Binary Logistic Regression of TLA, Procedural Fairness, NFA, NFC, and NFCS Predicting 

Juror Outcome Decisions 

 IV* B SE B Wald χ2  p OR OR 95% CI 

Block 1: Step 1ª PA   8.08 .09   

   PA (1) -.22 .31 .50 .48 .80 .44 – 1.48 

   PA (2) -.56 .41 1.91 .17 .57 .26 – 1.27 

   PA (3) .11 .64 .03 .87 1.11 .32 – 3.67 

   PA (4) 1.40 .66 4.67 .03 4.03 1.14 – 14.27 

 PE - P .04 .28 .02 .90 1.04 .60 – 1.78 

 PE - C -.57 .35 2.67 .10 .56 .28 – 1.12 

        

Block 2: Step 1b PA   9.28 .06   

   PA (1) .08 .37 .04 .84 1.08 .52 – 2.23 

   PA (2) -.55 .42 1.73 .19 .58 .25 – 1.31 

   PA (3) .30 .66 .21 .65 1.35 .37 – 4.97 

   PA (4) 1.64 .66 6.28 .01 5.17 1.43 – 18.67 

 PE - P -.03 .28 .01 .91 .97 .56 – 1.68 

 PE - C† .73 .36 4.00 .04 .48 .24 – .99 

 TLA† .04 .01 7.69 .01 1.04 1.01 – 1.06 

 PF -.05 .03 2.41 .12 .95 .89 – 1.01 

        

Block 3: Step 1c PA†   9.57 .04   

   PA (1) .06 .37 .03 .87 1.06 .52 – 2.20 

   PA (2) -.59 .43 1.92 .17 .56 .24 – 1.28 

   PA (3) .27 .68 .15 .70 1.30 .35 – 4.92 

   PA (4) † 1.66 .66 6.30 .01 5.25 1.44 – 19.19 

 PE - P .00 .29 .00 .99 1.00 .57 – 1.75 

 PE - C† -.76 .37 4.35 .04 .47 .23 – .96 

 TLA† .04 .01 6.81 .01 1.04 1.01 – 1.06 

 PF -.05 .03 2.10 .15 .95 .89 – 1.01 

 NFA -.01 .02 .11 .74 .99 .96 – 1.03 

 NFC .01 .01 .60 .44 1.01 .99 – 1.04 

 NFCS .02 .02 .89 .35 1.02 .98 – 1.05 
Note: †Bold, significant predictor 

         * Abbreviations used in Regression  

IV, Independent Variable; SE B, Standard Error of Beta; OR, Odds Ratio; CI, Confidence Interval 

PA, Political Affiliation (Reference Group: Republican); PA (1), Democrat; PA (2), Independent; PA (3), 

Other; PA (4), Prefer Not to Answer 

PE – P, Prior Experience with Police; PE – C, Prior Experience with Courts 

TLA, Trust in Legal Authorities; PF, Procedural Fairness 

NFA, Need for Affect; NFC, Need for Cognition; NFCS, Need for Cognitive Closure 
aVariable (s) entered on step 1: PA, PE – P, PE - C 
bVariable (s) entered in step 1: TLA and PF 
cVariable (s) entered in step 1: NFA, NFC, and NFCS 
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When concluding the results of the secondary binary regression using political affiliation, 

prior experience with the police, prior experience with the courts, trust in legal authorities 

(TLA), procedural fairness, need for affect (NFA), need for cognition (NFC), and need for 

cognitive closure (NFCS) there were three significant effects using a .05 criterion of statistical 

significance. The three significant effects that contributed to the predictive model of juror 

outcome decision were political affiliation (p =. 04), prior experience with the courts (p =. 04), 

and trust in legal authorities (p =. 01). Regarding trust in legal authorities, the 1.04 odds ratio 

indicated that for each one point increase in trust in legal authorities the odds of a juror rendering 

a verdict of guilty was increased by a multiplicative factor of 1.04. That is, for every one unit 

increase in trust in legal authorities the odds of a juror rendering a guilty verdict increased by 

1.04 times or 4%. Furthermore, it was concluded that if a juror indicated that they preferred not 

to answer for their political affiliation, they were 5.25 times more likely (425% more likely) to 

render a verdict of guilty compared to a juror who indicated that their political affiliation as 

republican. Lastly, the binary logistic regression indicated that a juror with no prior experience 

with courts was .47 times less likely (53% less likely) to render a verdict of guilty compared to 

jurors who had prior experience with the courts. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The present study sought to determine the components of trust in legal authorities and 

procedural fairness while also determining the predictive nature of trust in legal authorities, 

procedural fairness, demographics, and personality dimensions on juror outcome decisions. 

Within the current study, the construction and evaluation of a new instrument was assessed for 

trust in legal authorities and procedural fairness. The items on this measure were generated using 

the author’s research within the procedural justice domain. The instrument was subsequently 

administered and analyzed as the primary analysis of this study. A careful investigation of the 

instrument using principal component analysis revealed a five-component solution with 42 items, 

defined as: trust in police, institutional trust in courts, procedural fairness – voice, motive-based 

trust in courts, and procedural fairness – neutrality. Moreover, a parallel analysis established that 

the obtained components were statistically valid with an excellent internal consistency for the 

full measure and acceptable to excellent α for specific components. 

Through the examination of the relationship of the first component and the sixteen 

variables, it was determined that this individual component was a measure of trust in police. 

However, it could be argued that this component was a measure of motive-based trust in police 

due to the highest loaded correlation on this component being associated with item 20, “I have 

confidence that the police care about the well-being of everyone they interact with.” When 

making the final determination for naming this component, “trust in police,” a thorough 

evaluation of the sixteen variables was conducted and was found to be consistent and to support 

the existing body of research and the framework of this study. That is, by this component being 
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strongly correlated with sixteen variables that centrally focus on trust in police, it would make 

sense to name this component “trust in police” since Farrell, Pennington, and Cronin (2013) 

found that the more trust and confidence a juror had towards the police increased the likelihood 

that the juror would vote guilty on the first vote taken during deliberations. 

The relationship that was established in the second component led to the determination 

that this component would be “institutional trust in courts” as it addresses items that are 

concerned with the courts being honest and competent authorities who exercise their institutional 

authorities in a proper and just manner. Additionally, this determination was made based on the 

highest loaded correlation on this component being associated item 3, “I think that the defense 

protects the rights of the defendant.” However, during the process of identifying this component, 

there was the possibility that institutional trust could be construed as motive-based trust in 

certain contexts. Thus, it is possible that this component measures both institutional and motive-

based trust in courts. Taking this into consideration, this possibility was expected as evidenced in 

the literature and in many studies; trust in courts has led to inconsistent and inconclusive findings 

(Farrell, Pennington, & Cronin, 2013). Moreover, many researchers have only examined trust in 

legal authorities (i.e., police and courts) as a combined construct of motive-based and 

institutional trust, making it difficult to discern in the literature which type of trust and institution 

is responsible for the results of the finding. Thus, the concern of this component follows the 

trends in the literature concerning trust, but clearly identifies that within this component courts 

are the driving authority and/or institution. 

Through the correlations that were found within the third component, it was determined 

that this component measured procedural fairness- voice. That is, each item that loaded onto this 

component measured the ability to participate in situations by expressing individual concerns or 
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viewpoints (Tyler, 2001, 2005, 2006). This determination was substantiated by the fact that the 

highest loaded correlation on this component was associated with item 34, “The courts pay 

attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions.” Moreover, since the relationship 

for the fourth component was consistent with the other components, it was determined that this 

component would be “motive-based trust in courts.” This finding was expected as with the 

findings that were mentioned previously regarding component two, further supporting that trust 

in the courts has been inconsistent and inconclusive. Thus, it was expected that there would be 

two components that would try to explain the construct of trust in courts. Nonetheless, when 

examining component four, it was determined that this component sufficiently measured motive-

based trust in courts since the highest loaded correlation on this component was associated with 

item 14, “I believe that the defense does not listen carefully to the concerns of the defendant,” 

and the remaining items that loaded onto this component measured the inferences of the motives 

and intentions of the police in responding to the needs and concerns of the public. 

When examining the principal component analysis, component five was identified as 

measuring procedural fairness – neutrality. That is, each item that loaded onto this component 

measured and examined the extent to which legal authorities and/or institutions are perceived as 

being unbiased and transparent in decision-making. This determination was substantiated by the 

fact that the highest loaded correlation on this component was associated with item 42, “The 

courts are influenced by political interests and affiliations,” which assessed the extent to which 

institutions are influenced or potentially biased when serving in their roles as legal authorities. 

When discussing the results of the binary logistic regression using component scores, 

trust in police and procedural fairness - voice contributed to the predictive model of juror 

outcome decision, whereas the variables that did not produce significant effects did not 
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contribute to the model. The odds ratio of the trust in police component substantiated the positive 

relationship of an increase in trust in police being associated with an increased likelihood of a 

juror rendering a verdict of guilty. Conversely, the odds ratio of the procedural fairness – voice 

component substantiated the negative relationship of an increase in procedural fairness – voice 

being associated with a decrease in the likelihood of a juror rendering a verdict of guilty. 

Moreover, the results of the secondary binary regression indicated that there was a positive 

relationship of an increase in trust in legal authorities being associated with an increase in the 

likelihood of a juror rendering a verdict of guilty. Furthermore, individuals who chose to 

withhold their political affiliation were more likely than individuals who identified as republican 

to render a verdict of guilty. Lastly, the binary logistic regression indicated that a juror with no 

prior experience with courts was less likely to render a verdict of guilty compared to jurors who 

had prior experience with the courts. 

In drawing conclusions from the results of this study about the personality measures, 

there were many indications that the incorporation of aspects that are grounded within such 

personality traits as need for affect, need for cognition, and need for cognitive closure supported 

the interactionism perspective of personality psychology. That is, many of the findings suggested 

that the situation was more important than the individual personality traits, but that the individual 

personality traits propelled individuals to gravitate towards this situation that was grounded in 

their personality traits. This was significant because the situation of being a mock juror in the 

study played a larger part in predicting the verdict outcome. Moreover, people and their 

individual personality traits can change situations through their behavior and how they respond 

in these particular situations. Moreover, the study’s results indicated that the situational 

variables, such as being a mock juror, prior jury experience, and prior experience with the courts, 
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were more conclusive in predicting the verdict outcome (i.e., behavior) within the context of this 

study, whereas the personality traits established by need for affect, need for cognition, and need 

for cognitive closure were more conclusive in describing the consistent and stable patterns and 

tendencies that influence behavior across different situations. 

When discussing the personality measures in relation to trust in legal authorities and 

procedural justice, the current study found that a counterargument could be made against Tom 

Tyler’s work on procedural justice being grounded in situationism. The results of the study 

indicated that the personality measures consisting of need for affect, need for cognition, and need 

for cognitive closure did not directly assess the emotion and thinking tendencies of individuals. 

However, it can be concluded that the results and measures of trust in legal authorities and 

procedural fairness could possibly be inter-correlated. That is, the assessment of both the 

emotional and thinking tendencies of individuals that was intended to be measured directly by 

the personality measures could be indirectly assessed in the items used to measure trust in legal 

authorities and procedural fairness since these items could make individuals use experiences, 

situations, and other affective and/or cognitive states to indicate their level of trust in legal 

authorities. Moreover, the results indicated that the situational variance of being a mock juror 

could account for differences in predicting juror verdict outcome, but the individual difference 

variance could account for more of the differences that can be seen in the individual scores that 

mock jurors received on the trust in legal authorities measure. That is, situational variance of 

being a mock juror, having prior juror experience, and having prior experiences with legal 

authorities could not account for all the variance within this context and that individual 

difference variance, such as need for affect, need for cognition, and need for cognitive closure, 

could not account for all the variance as well. Lastly, this finding further substantiates the idea 
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that situational variance outweighs the individual difference variance in certain contexts, but that 

each type of variance in personality psychology is dependent upon the measurement of the other 

to fully account for all the variance in this context. Thus, suggesting that interactionism tends to 

describe more of the interaction and relationship between personality and behavior rather than 

situationism within the context of procedural justice and jury decision-making. 
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Even though there were significant contributions that this study made to the current body 

of literature regarding jury decision-making, individual differences, and procedural justice, there 

were several limitations to this study. Perhaps the most important limitation of the present study 

is that the sample was not diversely representative of the overall population. When examining 

the demographic characteristics of the sample, there were significant group disparities regarding 

the number of individuals within each category of prior jury experience, ethnicity, religion, 

political affiliation, and age. Moreover, with the sample of criminal justice and sociology 

students, there is an expectation that these students would have some interest ad prior knowledge 

on the subject matters being explored in this study. Thus, by not having a representative sample 

drawn from the population and these disparities, the external validity of the findings is limited. 

Future research should explore conducting this study in multiple geographical locations with a 

sampling method that allows for both community members and college members to participate in 

the study. Moreover, it is also important to note that the results of the principal component 

analysis and the subsequent regression analyses explained a relatively low percentage of the total 

variance of juror outcome decisions. Thus, more research should be conducted to investigate the 

other underlying factors of juror outcome decisions. 

Through careful evaluation of the current study, the operationalization of institutional 

trust should be further developed in future research as institutional trust in its current 

operationalization could easily be construed as motive-based trust. That is, such an item like “I 

think that the defense protects the rights of the defendant” would on face value be an institutional 
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trust item, but could be considered motive-based as it deals with the rights and dignity of 

citizens. Even though the principal component analysis and Cronbach’s α indicated that there 

was a set of items that closely examined these types of trust, there was a concern about whether 

these question items clearly identified the distinction between the two types of trust. Lastly, the 

technical language (i.e., evidence admissibility) used throughout the study could have been a 

limitation of this study. For future research, the technical terminology used in the current study 

should be simplified to achieve a readability and comprehension level of a more diverse and 

generalizable audience. 

 In all, there are several directions that future research should be directed because of these 

and previous findings. Future research should address the distinction between institutional trust 

and motive-based trust regarding legitimacy and legal authorities. Additionally, the case 

scenario, if used in future research, should be manipulated and have more emotionally charged 

elements to evoke the affective personality traits of participants. Moreover, the use of real jurors 

or a more realistic simulation of a real-life juror experience would be ideal for future research as 

such dynamics of groupthink and other individual personality traits could be seen that were not 

captured in the current study. Lastly, future research should continue the development and 

establishment of measuring trust in authorities and/or institutions and procedural fairness as these 

constructs are instrumental in measuring and assessing the importance of the legitimacy of 

authorities and institutions in any domain or field of study.
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APPENDIX B: PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT 
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APPENDIX C: CASE SCENARIO 

 

Background of Case: 

Investigator Steven Smith is an undercover Drug Enforcement officer with the Birmingham Task 

Force. He testified to the actions of Amanda Paige during an undercover drug transaction of 

heroin between her son, James Locke, and himself at her home in November 2013. 

Charge: 

Amanda Paige was charged with aiding and abetting her 20-year-old son, James Locke.  

Evidence: 

In late fall, on November 5th, Investigator Smith testified to the following facts: 

 

Investigator Smith sat at the kitchen table with Amanda Paige while he waited for her son, James 

Locke, to return with 50 grams (1.76 ounces) of heroin. He and Paige talked about movies and 

Paige indicated that she was upset with her son, Locke, for being involved with and selling 

drugs. Paige told him that, “I didn’t know what I have done wrong as a single mother to make 

him become involved with drugs.” Paige then threatened her son by saying, “If you don’t stop 

selling drugs, then you are going to have to find someplace else to live and do this.” Locke 

replied that she also uses the money so she had no say.  

 

Amanda Paige immediately after this asked her son if he had any money to buy her some 

groceries and cigarettes. James Locke replied, “No, be quiet and sit down.” Paige responded, 

“You don’t have money to help me with groceries and cigarettes, but you have money for your 

‘baggies’.” She then pointed to the plastic bags that contained heroin. 

 

Amanda Paige became visibly upset with her son, James Locke. She then began yelling and 

blaming herself for the loss of her job as well as the reason why she could not control her son. 

She became extremely emotional and irate to the point where Locke quickly gave Investigator 

Smith the drugs so that he could leave. Locke gives his mother some of the money from the drug 

transaction. He left the residence of Amanda Paige after completing the 45-minute undercover 

drug transaction.
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APPENDIX D: CASE SCENARIO QUESTIONS 

 

1) What is the name of the defendant? 

a. Ben Millsap 

b. James Locke 

c. Jill Smith 

d. Amanda Paige 

2) What is the charge against the defendant? 

a. Aiding and Abetting 

b. DUI 

c. Possession of Drugs 

d. Obstructing Justice 

3) What city was the undercover investigator/police officer from? 

a. Tuscaloosa 

b. Miami 

c. Birmingham 

d. New York City 

4) Did the defendant have a child? 

a. No 

b. Yes 
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APPENDIX E: VERDICT PHASE DEFINITION SHEET 

Verdict Definition Sheet: 

Aiding and Abetting: 

• The charge of aiding and abetting can be brought against anyone who directly helps 

someone else in the commission of a crime, even if they do not participate in the actual 

crime itself. Specifically, a person is guilty of aiding and abetting if he willfully "aids, 

abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures" the commission of a crime. 

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt: 

• The highest standard of proof in the criminal justice system, which states that in order to 

find a defendant guilty of any criminal crime, there must be no other logical explanation 

derived from the facts (i.e., evidence and testimony) except that the defendant committed 

the crime. 

o Thus meaning, if you have no doubt as to the defendant’s guilt, or if your doubts 

are unreasonable doubts, then the defendant should be found guilty. 
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APPENDIX F: JUROR VERDICT INSTRUCTIONS 

Juror Instructions: 

As a juror in the verdict phase of this study, it is your job to decide and provide the Judge with a 

verdict decision for the defendant, Amanda Paige, by evaluating all of the evidence and 

testimony concerning her case. The verdict decision in this study will be the extent to which you 

as a juror feel the defendant, Amanda Paige, is guilty or not guilty of aiding and abetting her son, 

James Locke. 

 

It is your job as a juror to decide the extent to which Amanda Paige is guilty or not guilty of 

aiding and abetting her son, James Locke, by using the standard of reasonable doubt of beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 
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APPENDIX G: DEBRIEFING STATEMENT 

 

Debriefing Statement: Trust, Affect, & Cognition in Juror Decision Making 

 

We are interested in how trust in legal authorities, perceptions of procedural fairness, positive 

and negative affective tendencies, and cognitive tendencies influence individual jurors’ decision-

making. The questions given to you in the survey do not reflect your cognitive abilities, 

judgment making abilities, or juror potential in any way. In addition, the case scenario used in 

the study was loosely based on a real-life case wherein the following situational features were 

altered: the names of individuals, the type of drug, the charge of the defendant, the location of 

the offense, and the location of the undercover drug enforcement officer’s department. Thus, the 

majority of the case scenario is fictitious however has some real-life features incorporated in its 

structure. 

Because such little research has investigated this topic, we did not have prior predictions. The 

reason that we could not tell you directly about the exact nature of the study beforehand is 

because if you knew about these things beforehand it could affect the way you behaved (e.g., you 

might not have behaved as naturally) and ultimately could bias the results of our study. Thus, we 

could not reveal the nature of the experiment until now, the end of the study. If you would like to 

withdraw your data from the study, please indicate this through the question after the debriefing 

statement and we will remove your data. 

Finally, I would like to ask you not to tell anyone else about what happened during this study. If 

people come into the study with any sort of suspicions or prior expectations, it could really bias 

our results. 

If you have any questions or concerns about this research project please contact the principal 

investigator of this study, Akeisha Young (email: adyoung2@crimson.ua.edu; phone: 205-348-

0469). You may also contact Dr. Jimmy Williams (email: jwilliam@ua.edu; phone: 205-348-

7784), Dr. Joshua Wakeham (email: jcwakeham@ua.edu), or Dr. Anneliese Bolland (email: 

acbolland@as.ua.edu). If you have any questions or concerns relating to this study you may 

contact one of the researchers to set up a face-to-face meeting if you feel that your questions 

cannot be addressed via email or telephone. If you have any questions or concerns about your 

rights as a research participant, please contact Tanta Myles, the University Research Compliance 

Director at 205-348-5746 or toll free at 1-877-820-3066. 

 

Thank you very much for your participation.

mailto:adyoung2@crimson.ua.edu
mailto:jwilliam@ua.edu
mailto:jcwakeham@ua.edu
mailto:acbolland@as.ua.edu
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APPENDIX H: PARTICIPANT WITHDRAWAL OPTION 

 

Please read the following instructions very carefully.  

 

The following question will ask whether you would like to withdraw/delete your data from this 

study. If you would like to withdraw your data from this study do so by indicating "yes". 

Otherwise, if you would not like to withdraw your data from this study do so by indicating "no". 

 

1) At this time, would you like to withdraw/delete your data from this study? 

Yes No 
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APPENDIX I: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Instructions: Finally, we would like to have some demographic data about you 

Indicate the appropriate response and provide additional information where appropriate. 

 

1) Have you ever served as a member of the jury? 

Yes No 

  
 

2) Have you ever had a prior experience (s) with the police? (contingency-based question) 

 

**If the participant selects yes, then the survey will direct them to 2a, then to 

questions 3 and the remainder of the survey. 

 

**If the participant selects no, then the survey will direct them to question 3 and 

the remainder of the survey. 

 

Yes No 

  
 

2a) To what extent was your experience(s) with the police negative or positive? 

 Very 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Neutral Moderately 

Positive 

Very 

Positive 

Statement: 
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3) Have you ever had a prior experience (s) with the courts? (contingency-based question) 

 

**If the participant selects yes, then the survey will direct them to 3a, then to the 

remainder of the survey. 

 

**If the participant selects no, then the survey will direct them the remainder of 

the survey. 

 

Yes No 

  
 

3a) To what extent was your experience(s) with the courts negative or positive? 

 Highly 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Neutral Moderately 

Positive 

Very 

Positive 

Statement: 

     
 

Age: __________ 

 Female  Male Other 

Gender: 

   
 

 Caucasian African 

American 

Hispanic Asian Pacific 

Islander 

Biracial Other 

Ethnicity: 

       
 

(contingency question): Please describe your “other” ethnicity preference in the space provided 

below: 

 Non-

Catholic 

Christian 

Catholic Jewish Muslim Hindu Buddhist Other 

Religion: 
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(contingency question): Please describe your “other” religion preference in the space provided 

below: 

 Democrat Independent Republican Other 

Political 

Affiliation:     

 

(contingency question): Please describe your “other” political affiliation preference in the space 

provided below: 

 

Please indicate the state, within the United States, in which you resided for the majority of your 

life from the following drop down menu.  If you are not from the United States, please select 

N/A and continue to the next question. 

• The drop-down menu will consist of all the 50 states and the U.S. territories of Puerto 

Rico, Guam, and the Philippines. 

 

Please type the country in which you resided for the majority of your life, if you selected N/A in 

the previous question.  

 

________________________________ 
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APPENDIX J: THE NEED FOR AFFECT (NFA) SCALE 

 

This scale consists of a number of statements that describes different motivations of feelings and 

emotions. Read each item and then indicate on the scale below the most appropriate response 

that reflects how you typically are.  

 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Agree  Strongly 

Agree 

Statement 

     
 

1. If I reflect on my past, I see that I tend to be afraid of feeling emotions. 

2. I have trouble telling the people close to me that I love them. 

3. I feel that I need to experience strong emotions regularly. 

4. Emotions help people get along in life. 

5. I am a very emotional person. 

6. I think that it is important to explore my feelings. 

7. I approach situations in which I expect to experience strong emotions. 

8. I find strong emotions overwhelming and therefore try to avoid them. 

9. I would prefer not to experience either the lows or highs of emotion. 

10.  I do not know how to handle my emotions, so I avoid them. 

11.  Emotions are dangerous-they tend to get me into situations that I would rather avoid. 

12.  Acting on one’s emotions is always a mistake.
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13. We should indulge our emotions. 

14.  Displays of emotion are embarrassing. 

15.  Strong emotions are generally beneficial. 

16.  People can function most effectively when they are not experiencing strong emotions. 

17.  The experience of emotions promotes human survival. 

18.  It is important for me to be in touch with my feelings. 

19.  It is important for me to know how others are feeling. 

20. I like to dwell on my emotions. 

21. I wish I could feel less emotion. 

22. Avoiding emotional events helps me sleep better at night. 

23. I am sometimes afraid of how I might act if I become too emotional. 

24. I feel like I need a good cry every now and then. 

25. I would love to be like “Mr. Spock,” who is totally logical and experiences little emotion. 

26. I like decorating my bedroom with a lot of pictures and posters of things emotionally 

significant to me. 
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APPENDIX K: THE NEED FOR COGNITION (NFC) SCALE 

 

This scale consists of a number of questions that describes different feelings toward thinking. 

Read each item and then indicate the most appropriate response that reflects the extent to which 

the statement is characteristic of you. 

 

 Extremely 

Uncharacteristic 

Somewhat 

Uncharacteristic 

Uncertain Somewhat 

Characteristic 

Extremely 

Characteristic 

Statement 

     

 

1. I would prefer complex to simple problems 

2. I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of thinking. 

3. Thinking is not my idea of fun. ** 

4. I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is sure to 

challenge my thinking abilities? ** 

5. I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is a likely chance I will have to think 

in-depth about something. ** 

6. I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours. 

7. I only think as hard as I have to. ** 

8. I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones? ** 

9. I like tasks that require little thought once I've learned them? ** 

10. The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to me. 

11. I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.
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12. Learning new ways to think doesn't excite me very much? ** 

13. I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve. 

14. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me. 

15. I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is somewhat 

important but does not require much thought. 

16. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of mental 

effort? ** 

17. It's enough for me that something gets the job done; I don't care how or why it works? ** 

18. I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me personally. 

** Reverse scored 
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APPENDIX L: THE NEED FOR COGNITIVE CLOSURE (NFCS) SCALE (REVISED) 

 

This scale consists of a number of statements that describes the different motivational tendencies 

of thinking. Read each of the following statements and decide how much you agree with each 

according to your beliefs and experiences. 

 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neither 

Agree nor  

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Statement 

     
 

1. I don’t like situations that are uncertain. 

2. I dislike questions which could be answered in many different ways. 

3. I find that a well-ordered life with regular hours suits my temperament. 

4. I feel uncomfortable when I don’t understand the reason why an event occurred in my 

life. 

5. I feel irritated when one person disagrees with what everyone else in a group believes. 

6. I don’t like to go into a situation without knowing what I can expect from it. 

7. When I have made a decision, I feel relieved. 

8. When I am confronted with a problem, I’m dying to reach a solution very quickly. 

9. I would quickly become impatient and irritated if I would not find a solution to a problem 

immediately. 

10. I don’t like to be with people who are capable of unexpected actions.
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11. I dislike it when a person’s statement could mean many different things. 

12. I find that establishing a consistent routine enables me to enjoy life more. 

13. I enjoy having a clear and structures mode of life. 

14. I do not usually consult many different opinions before forming my own view 

15. I dislike unpredictable situations. 
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APPENDIX M: TRUST IN LEGAL AUTHORITIES QUESTIONNAIRE (TLA 

COMPONENT) 
 

Using the following scale, please rate the extent to which the following statements reflect your 

views. 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Statement 

     

 

1. I believe the judge rules fairly on evidence admissibility. 

2. I feel that the judge gives equal time to the prosecution and defense during trials. 

3. I think that the defense protects the rights of the defendant. 

4. I trust that judges are honest and fair.  

5. I trust that the rulings made by judges are based on the rules of evidence. 

6. I do not feel that judges’ decisions are impartial. ** 

7. I think that the prosecutor is out-of-touch or unfamiliar with what is going on in their 

communities. ** 

8. I think that people involved in court proceedings do not understand the court rulings. ** 

9. I feel the defense represents the defendant’s best interests in court proceedings. 

10. I do not trust that prosecutors guarantee everyone a fair trial.**  

11. I trust that prosecutors seek justice rather than revenge during court proceedings.
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12. I believe that the judge takes into consideration the needs of the jury. 

13. I believe that the prosecutor is not sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. ** 

14. I believe that the defense does not listen carefully to the concerns of the defendant. ** 

15. I feel that the courts make an effort to ensure that people have adequate attorney 

representation. 

16. I think that the police are a legitimate institution and people should obey the decisions 

that police officers make.  

17. I feel that police are dishonest. **  

18. I trust that the police protect citizens’ basic rights.  

19. I do not believe that the police consider the views of the people involved when deciding 

what to do. ** 

20. I have confidence that the police care about the well-being of everyone they interact with. 

21. I believe that the police ensure that that individuals know their rights.  

22. I trust that the police follow protocol when collecting evidence.  

23. I do not feel that the police are sensitive to the concerns of the citizens. **  

24. I trust that the police use their discretion wisely.  

25. I do not feel that police give honest explanations to individuals they interact with. ** 

26. I believe that the police treat everyone equally.  

27. I trust that the decisions made by the police are within the law.  

28. I do not believe that the police take everyone’s’ complaints seriously. ** 

29. I do not trust that decisions made by the police take into consideration the concerns of the 

public. ** 

30. I believe that the police follow protocols and procedures during investigations.  

**Reverse scored. 
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APPENDIX N: TRUST IN LEGAL AUTHORITIES QUESTIONNAIRE (PF COMPONENT) 
 

Using the following scale, please rate the extent to which the following statements reflect your 

views. 

 Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

Statement 

     

 

1. The courts function efficiently in the United States. 

2. The police are influenced by political interests and affiliations.** 

3. Corruption is a problem for the police as an institution in the United States.** 

4. The courts pay attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions. 

5. The police pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decisions. 

6. Corruption is a problem for the courts as an institution in the United States.** 

7. The courts do not pay attention the opinion of other organizations, institutions, and 

authorities in their decisions.** 

8. The police pay attention to the opinion of their community in their decisions. 

9. The courts pay attention to the opinion of the people in their decisions. 

10. The police function efficiently in the United States. 

11. The police do not pay attention the opinion of other organizations, institutions, and 

authorities in their decisions.** 

12.  The courts are influenced by political interests and affiliations.** 

**Reverse scored.  
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APPENDIX O: JUROR OUTCOME DECISION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

1) Did you find the defendant, Amanda Paige, guilty or not guilty? (contingency based 

question) 

 

**If the participant selects guilty, then the survey will direct them to 1a, then to the 

remainder of the survey. 

2)  

**If the participant selects not guilty, then the survey will direct them to 1b and then to 

the remainder of the survey. 

 

 Guilty Not 

Guilty 

Statement 

3   

 

1a) What factor(s), if any, helped you reach your juror verdict of guilty? 

1b) What factor(s), if any, helped you reach your juror verdict of not guilty? 
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